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Exam Discount FAQ 

Exam Discount FAQ 
These FAQ’s will help answer your questions about our Exam 
Discounts. 
 

General  
 
Q: What is the difference between the 2 discount codes?  
A: Discount ‘BLUEPRISM20’ offers a 20% discount on your second exam after you pass the first exam and only 
applies to Solution Designer and Professional Developer exams.  
 
Discount ‘BLUEPRISM50’ offers a 50% discount on ROM, Installation Engineer and Technical Architect exams. 
However, you must have passed one of the three exams first to receive the discount on the remaining 2 exams.     
  
Q: What if I forget to add the discount code when I schedule my first exam, can it be added later?  
A: No, you must add the discount code at the time of booking your first exam.  
  
Q: I scheduled my exam before the codes were available. Is there a way to add in the codes before I take my 
exam?  
A: No, unfortunately the codes must be added at the time of scheduling your first exam.  
  
Q: I have already passed my Developer and already have the Solution Designer exam booked. Can I add the code 
to the exam and receive the discount?  
A: No. However, you can cancel your exam (outside of the 48-hour cancellation policy) and receive a full refund. 
You can then rebook the exam with the discount code.  
  
  
FAQ’s – BLUEPRISM20  
  
Q: Which exams can I use this discount code on?  
A: You can use this code when booking Developer, Solutions Designer or Professional Developer exams.  The 
discount will be automatically applied to your next exam when you pass the first exam.  
  
Q: Does the discount apply to the Developer Exam?  
A: No. You can apply this code to the Developer exam; however, you will not receive a discount. The discount will 
apply to the Solution Designer or Professional Developer exam once you have passed the Developer exam.  
  
Q: What is the ‘first exam’ for the ‘BLUEPRISM20’ discount code?  
A: The first exam could be either the Developer, Solutions Designer, or Professional Developer exam. The discount 
code does not apply to the first exam.  
  
Q: I have applied code ‘BLUEPRISM20’ to my account, but I have not received any discount on my exam?  
A: Code ‘BLUEPRISM20’ will not provide you with a discount on your first exam. You use this code when booking 
the first exam. If you pass this exam, you will automatically receive 20% off on your next exam - Solution Designer 
exam or Professional Developer exam.  
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Q: I used this code on Developer exam and passed, I have received a 20% discount on my Solutions Designer 
exam. Can I also get 20% off my Professional Developer exam too?  
A: No, this code can only be applied once  
  
Q: Can I use this code if I already passed the Developer exam?  
A: Yes, you can use this code on your Solutions Designer exam.  After your pass, you will automatically receive 
20% off on the Professional Developer exam.  Or you can book Professional Developer exam first.  The same rule 
applies.  
  
  
FAQ’s – BLUEPRISM50  
Q: Which exams does this code apply to?  
A: Code BLUEPRISM50 can be applied to our Technical Architect, Installation Engineer, and ROM Exam.  
  
Q: I have recently passed the Developer exam. I tried to apply code BLUEPRISM50 to the Technical Architect 
exam, and I received an error.  
A: This code can only be applied if you have passed one of the following exams previously:  

 Technical Architect  
 Installation Engineer  
 ROM  

  
Q: I have successfully used the code to book my ROM exam and passed. Can I use the code again to book my 
Technical Architect exam?  
A: Yes, you can use this code multiple times as long as you have passed one of the below exams.  

 Technical Architect  
 Installation Engineer  
 ROM  

Q: Do I have to take these exams in a certain order for the codes to work?  
A: No, if you have passed one of the three included exams, you will be able to get 50% off the remaining two 
exams.  
  
  
  
Q: I already have passed my ROM and already have the Installation booked. Can I add the code to the exam and 
receive the discount?  
A: No. However, you can cancel your exam (outside of the 48-hour cancellation policy) and receive a full refund. 
You can then rebook the exam with the discount code.  
 
 
 
If you have further questions that are not answered here, please fill in our Contact Form and we can assist you 
further. 
 


